In this article we analyze the cooperative three-dimensional short-wave instabilities developing on concentrated vortex dipoles that have been obtained by means of two-dimensional direct numerical simulations. These dipoles are characterized by their aspect ratio a/b where a is the radius of the vortices based on the polar moments of vorticity and b is the separation between the vortex centroids. In the inviscid case, we show that the selection of the antisymmetric eigenmode smoothly increases with a/b: for a/bϭ0.208, the amplification rate of the antisymmetric eigenmode is only 1.4% larger than the amplification rate of the symmetric eigenmode. When a/bϭ0.288, this difference increases up to 7%. The results of the normal mode analysis may be compared to those of an asymptotic stability analysis of a Lamb-Oseen vortex subjected to a weak straining field, following Moore and Saffman ͓Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 346, 413 ͑1975͔͒. This theory shows that the instability may occur whenever two Kelvin waves exist with the same frequency , the same axial wavenumber k and with azimuthal wavenumbers m and mϩ2. Contrary to the case of a Rankine vortex ͓Tsai and Widnall, J. Fluid Mech. 73, 721 ͑1976͔͒, the presence of critical layers in a Lamb-Oseen vortex prevents a large number of possible resonances. For example, resonances between mϭϪ2 and mϭ0 modes lead to damped modes. The only resonances that occur are related to the stationary (ϭ0) bending waves (mϭϮ1) obtained for specific values of the axial wavenumber. All these predictions are found to be in good agreement with the results obtained by the stability analysis of the considered vortex pairs. At last, we present a nonautonomous amplitude equation which takes into account all effects of viscosity, i.e., the viscous damping of the amplification rate of the perturbation but also the increase of the dipole aspect ratio a/b due to the viscous diffusion of the basic flowfield. The low-Reynolds number experiment of Leweke and Williamson ͓J. Fluid Mech. 360, 85 ͑1998͔͒ is revisited under the light of these theoretical results. We show that these theoretical results yield predictions for the amplification rate and for the wavenumber that agree with the experimental observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we analyze three-dimensional linear instabilities of the family of concentrated two-dimensional vortex dipoles given in Ref. 1 . These dipoles are parametrized by their dipole aspect ratio a/b where a is the radius of the vortices based on the polar moments of vorticity and b is the separation between the vortex centroids.
The results presented in this paper may be helpful to explain some of the features obtained in the Leweke and Williamson experiment. 2 Here, we focus on the short-wave perturbation leaving aside the long-wave instability. 3 These authors observed the selection and the growth of a shortwave antisymmetric eigenmode characterized by the nondimensional wavenumber kbϭ8. 16 and the nondimensional amplification rate 2b 2 /⌫ϭ0.94 where ⌫ stands for the circulation magnitude of each vortex. One of the objectives of the present paper is to give theoretical support to these observations.
The short-wave instability has been fully described in the inviscid case by Moore and Saffman 4 for a weakly stretched vortex. Using a multiple time scale analysis based on the small parameter a 2 /b 2 , these authors showed that instability may arise through a resonance of the straining field with two Kelvin waves of the same axial wavenumber k, of the same frequency and with the azimuthal wavenumbers m and mϩ2. Tsai and Widnall 5 showed, in the case of a Rankine vortex, that several resonances of this kind occur. This happens, for instance, for Kelvin waves with (mϭϪ1,mϩ1ϭ1) but also when (mϭϪ2,mϩ2ϭ0) or (mϭ1,mϩ2ϭ3). For a vortex with a smooth vorticity distribution like the Lamb-Oseen vortex, one has to account for the existence of critical layers where the azimuthal speed of the wave equals the angular rotation of the axisymmetric vortex. Widnall, Bliss and Tsai 6 apparently overlooked these aspects since they concluded that the case of smooth vorticity distributions is qualitatively equivalent to the case of a Rankine vortex. In the present article we aim at showing the differences between a Lamb-Oseen and a Rankine vortex in terms of inertial waves and short-wave perturbations. We also aim at understanding if this simplified model, i.e., a weakly stretched Lamb-Oseen vortex, is able to capture the essential physics of the development of a short-wave perturbation in a complex flowfield like a vortex pair.
The effect of viscosity has been analyzed in the case of a short-wave perturbation developing on a homogeneous elliptical flow. Landman and Saffman 7 gave a correction term for the amplification rate taking into account the viscous damping effect on the perturbation. Note that the basic flowfield is not affected by viscosity in this case since velocity gradients in homogeneous flows are constant. In the present article we thoroughly analyze the effects of viscosity in the case of a short-wave perturbation developing on vortex dipoles. We recall that viscosity affects both the basic flowfield through the increase of the aspect ratio a/b and the perturbation through the modification of the amplification rate. The selection of the antisymmetric eigenmode as observed in the Leweke and Williamson experiment escapes to the asymptotic method used by Moore and Saffman 4 since the theory only accounts for the dynamics of one vortex, the other being simply modeled by the presence of the straining field. Note that Leweke and Williamson 2 showed on the basis of a qualitative argument that the antisymmetric eigenmode should be favored. But a quantitative result still lacks to sustain their argument. Hence, one of the objectives of this paper is to achieve a normal mode analysis of vortex dipoles that are characteristic of the Leweke and Williamson experiment in order to investigate the properties of the symmetric and antisymmetric eigenmodes. Billant, Brancher and Chomaz 8 achieved that work in the case of the LambChaplygin dipole. [8] [9] [10] Their results confirmed that the antisymmetric mode is promoted but their basic flowfield is characterized 1 by an aspect ratio a/bϭ0.4478 much thicker than that obtained in the experiment where a/bϳ0. 25 .
Note also that the weakly nonlinear regime of the Widnall instability has been described in Ref. 11 . It was shown that these instabilities saturate, as observed in the experiment of Leweke and Williamson.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the dipole family obtained in Ref. 1 . In Sec. III, we analyze the inviscid stability of two vortex pairs of the dipole family, which are characterized by aspect ratios a/b equal to 0.208 and 0.288. In Sec. IV, we focus on the inviscid stability of a stretched Lamb-Oseen vortex. We show that this simplified model explains well the results obtained in Sec. III. Section V is dedicated to the influence of viscosity. We will present a nonautonomous amplitude equation taking into account both the effect of viscosity on the basic flow and on the perturbation. We will show that these predictions are fully compatible with the experimental observations of Leweke and Williamson.
II. PRESENTATION OF THE BASIC FLOWFIELD
In Ref. 1, it was shown using 2-D direct numerical simulations that various initial dipolar vorticity distributions evolve towards a specific family of dipoles parametrized by the dipole aspect ratio a/b. This convergence was achieved through viscous effects. Nevertheless, viscosity is sufficiently small so that we can consider these solutions as steady on the time scales considered here. The vorticity distributions of two vortex pairs belonging to this dipole family and characterized by a/bϭ0.208 and a/bϭ0.288 are shown in Fig. 1 .
We first show that these basic flows exhibit weakly stretched Lamb-Oseen type vortices. Figure 2 represents, versus a/b, the levels of vorticity W L 2a 2 /⌫ and strain ⑀ L 2b 2 /⌫ obtained in the center of the vortices in two direct numerical simulations presented in Ref. 1 and labeled ͑␣͒ and ͑␤͒. In both simulations, the initial flowfield consists of two counter-rotating Lamb-Oseen vortices and the Reynolds number is given by Reϭ⌫/ϭ3142. At tϭ0, the aspect ratio a/b of the dipoles is equal to 0.067 in simulation ͑␣͒ and 0.134 in simulation ͑␤͒. The strain ⑀ L 2b 2 /⌫ is equal to 1 at tϭ0 in both simulations due to the choice of the initial flowfields. Since the initial flowfields are not steady solutions of the Euler equations, the flowfields quickly evolve on the advective time scale T a ϭ2a 2 /⌫. This can be observed in Fig. 2 
III. INVISCID STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE VORTEX PAIRS
Linearizing the Navier-Stokes equations around the steady basic flow, we look for unstable normal modes. For the basic flow lying in the (x,y) plane, the normal modes are sought under the form e t e ikz (x,y), where ϭuЈ,vЈ,wЈ,pЈ stands for the velocity and pressure perturbations. k is the real Oz wavenumber and is the complex amplification rate. The vorticity field being skew-symmetric with respect to yϭ0, the eigenmodes can be decomposed into two independent subsets: ͑1͒ the antisymmetric modes where uЈ is odd and vЈ is even with respect to yϭ0; ͑2͒ the symmetric modes where uЈ is even and vЈ is odd with respect to yϭ0.
The numerical procedure used to obtain these normal modes is based on a matrix eigenvalue method. A spectral Chebyshev-Gauss collocation method is used to discretize the (x,y) derivatives. More details are given in Appendix A.
We first achieve inviscid stability analyses leaving aside the influence of the Reynolds number which will be thoroughly investigated in Sec. V.
The results of the inviscid stability analyses (Reϭ⌫/ ϭϱ) are given in Fig. 3 for a/bϭ0.208 and in Fig. 4 for a/bϭ0.288. Each plot gives the amplification rate 2b 2 /⌫ of the symmetric ͑filled triangles͒ and antisymmetric ͑empty circles͒ unstable eigenmodes versus ka. All unstable eigenmodes are nonoscillating ͑the imaginary part of is zero͒.
In the case a/bϭ0.208, we obtain several distinct unstable ka intervals where the symmetric and antisymmetric amplification rates are very close. For example, for kaϭ2. 26 , the amplification rate of the antisymmetric eigenmode is 1.4% larger than the amplification rate of the symmetric eigenmode. This shows that the Widnall instabilities may develop independently on each vortex and that there is almost no linear selection of the antisymmetric mode. The results of the case a/bϭ0.288 show that the amplification rates of the antisymmetric modes for 1.2рkaр3.2 are approximately 7% larger than those of the symmetric modes. In the case of a Lamb-Chaplygin dipole, characterized by a/bϭ0.4478, Billant et al. 8 found that the amplification rates of the corresponding antisymmetric eigenmodes were approximately 18% larger than those of the symmetric modes. Thus, the selection process of the antisymmetric instabilities smoothly increases with a/b. One gets: ϩ1.4% when a/bϭ0.208, ϩ7% when a/bϭ0.288 and ϩ18% when a/bϭ0.4478.
In Fig. 5 , we give the Oz vorticity of the antisymmetric unstable eigenmode corresponding to a/bϭ0.208 and ka ϭ2.26. It represents a symmetric plot with respect to yϭ0 ͑an antisymmetric mode is characterized by a symmetric plot for the vertical vorticity͒ and is compound of dipoles, characteristic of the elliptic instabilities found in Refs. 13-15. 12 We consider a Lamb-Oseen vortex of circulation ⌫ and radius a in a weak straining field of strength ⑀ϭ⌫/2b
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A STRETCHED LAMB-OSEEN VORTEX
2 . The angular rotation ⍀(r) of the Lamb-Oseen vortex reads as
The strain is characterized by the streamfunction ϭϪ1/2⑀ f (r)cos 2. As shown by Moore and Saffman, 4 the radial structure of the function f (r) is determined so as to obtain a steady flow on the O(1/⑀) time scale. One obtains 
A. The Widnall instability mechanism
We consider a flowfield constituted of the axisymmetric Lamb-Oseen vortex, the above defined straining field of strength ⑀ and a small perturbation. We substitute this development in the incompressible Euler equations and linearize into the disturbance field. We then perform a multiple time scale analysis based on the time scales 2a 2 /⌫ and 1/⑀ ͑we suppose that 2a 2 /⌫Ӷ1/⑀).
͑1͒
On the time scale 2a 2 /⌫, we obtain a linear oscillator which selects the Kelvin waves. The numerical procedure to obtain these Kelvin waves is given in Sec. IV B. We now suppose that there exists two Kelvin waves A and B with the same nondimensional frequency (2a 2 /⌫) c , the same nondimensional axial wavenumber (ka) c and with azimuthal wavenumbers m and m ϩ2. The perturbation is then chosen as a particular linear combination of the two spatial (r,) structures of the Kelvin waves A and B. The axial wavenumber ka of this perturbation is chosen to be close to (ka) c : ⌫
͑2͒ On the time scale 1/⑀, we obtain the same linear oscillator as before with a forcing term on the right hand side ͑rhs͒. Removing the resonant part of this forcing term yields the following equation for the complex amplification rate of the perturbation:
where ␣ A , ␤ A , ␣ B and ␤ B are complex constants that can be computed numerically.
If the resulting real part of is positive, then the flow is unstable. In the general case ͓(2a 2 /⌫) c ,(ka) c ,m͔, one has to evaluate numerically all the constants to determine .
In the particular case (mϭϪ1,mϩ2ϭ1), there exists stationary (2a 2 /⌫) c ϭ0 Kelvin waves for fixed values of (ka) c . Here, due to the symmetries of the basic flow, one can show that: ␣ A ϭ␣ B ϭ␣ and ␤ A ϭ␤ B ϭ␤ are real num-
A narrow band of instability exists. Its width is ͉ka Ϫ(ka) c ͉Ͻ␤/␣2a 2 ⑀/⌫ and the peak of instability is reached for kaϭ(ka) c ͑in which case ϭ⑀␤).
B. Kelvin waves of a Lamb-Oseen vortex
In this section, we study the Kelvin waves on the LambOseen vortex, in order to determine the values of (,m,k) where there exists two Kelvin waves of the same frequency , of the same axial wavenumber k and with azimuthal wavenumbers m and mϩ2.
We use a shooting method to solve the eigenvalue problem of a Lamb-Oseen vortex for mϭ0, mϭϮ1 and mϭϮ2 Kelvin waves.
Method
We linearize the incompressible Euler equations around the Lamb-Oseen vortex and introduce the following small perturbations:
where v r Ј , v Ј and v z Ј , are the radial, azimuthal and axial components of the velocity and pЈ is the pressure. Following Refs. 16 and 17 we are led to the following second order equation:
͑7͒
where a prime denotes the operator d/dr and
␥͑r͒ϭϩm⍀͑r͒. ͑9͒
This equation along with the boundary conditions Z(0) ϭZ(ϱ)ϭ0 constitutes an eigenvalue problem for . The solutions are obtained by the following procedure.
͑1͒
We transform the second order differential equation of Z(r) ͑7͒ into a first order differential equation of "Z(r),ZЈ(r)…. ͑2͒ We consider the asymptotic behavior for "Z(r),ZЈ(r)… at rϭ0 and rϭϱ. ͑3͒ Starting from these asymptotic values, the solution of ͑7͒ is obtained at a given radius r f . This leads to two
cally, we start with r/aϭ0.1 and r/aϭ20. Integration is achieved with a classical fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. ͑4͒ We search values of such as the Wronskian
scheme is performed via a Newton-Raphson method in the complex plane. A guess value is therefore needed to start this process. ͑5͒ At the critical points ␥(r c )ϭ0, the integration path is modified according to the criterion given in Ref. 18 .
Resonances with mÄÁ1 modes
The oscillation frequencies of the modes mϭϮ1 are given in the left plot of Fig. 6 . We compare these results with those obtained for the Rankine vortex ͑see Ref. 19 , Fig.  12.1-4 , p. 233͒. Eigenfunctions corresponding to various modes are identified, as in the Sturm-Liouville theory, by the number of their zeros n in the radial direction ͑the primary mode, labeled nϭ0 has no zeros, the mode labeled n ϭ1 has one zero, etc.͒.
The results are similar to those of a Rankine vortex when r 2a 2 /⌫Ͼ0 or r 2a 2 /⌫ϽϪ1, i.e., when no critical layers are present. In this case, the modes are purely oscillatory, i.e. i ϭ0. The asymptotic behavior, for ka→0, of the branch labeled 0, was given in Refs. 20 and 21: 2a
where ␥ϭ0.577215 is Euler's constant. This branch is called the slow branch since both the frequency and the phase speed cϭ/k tend towards zero as the wavenumber k goes to zero. On the other hand, the branches labeled 0Ј, 1Ј, 2Ј, etc., are called fast branches because cϭ/k→ϱ as k→0 ͓see formula ͑56a͒ in Ref. 21͔ . We can see that resonances may occur for specific values of the nondimensional wavenumber ka where ϭ0. Now, the linear dynamics of the Lamb-Oseen vortex completely differs from that of the Rankine vortex when Ϫ1Ͻ r 2a 2 /⌫Ͻ0, i.e., when critical layers are present. In the central and right plots of Fig. 6 , we have sketched r 2a 2 /⌫ and i 2a 2 /⌫ against the vertical wavenumber ka in this region. We see that the modes are no longer purely oscillatory but are damped. This is due to the presence of critical layers in the eigenmode. In critical layers, the azimuthal speed of the wave equals the angular rotation of the axisymmetric vortex. Regularization of the critical layer is achieved by viscosity thanks to the criterion given by Lin. 18 Shortly speaking, this criterion states that the inviscid case should be an asymptotic limit of the viscous case when viscosity tends to zero. More details are given in Appendix B.
The main consequence here is that, contrary to the case of the Rankine vortex, there is no resonance between the n ϭ0 branch and the nϭ1,2,... branches. The conclusion is that the only possible resonances are those which occur at ϭ0, i.e., (ϭ0,mϭϮ1,kaϭ2.26), (ϭ0,mϭϮ1,ka ϭ3.96), (ϭ0,mϭϮ1,kaϭ5.61), etc.
Note that critical layers may also be regularized thanks to nonlinearities. [22] [23] [24] In this case, the Kelvin waves in the critical layer zone could be purely oscillatory again. Actually, the nature of the critical layer ͑viscous or nonlinear͒ depends on a parameter ͑the so-called Haberman parameter in the two-dimensional case͒, which compares the effect of viscosity to the effect of nonlinearities ͑the amplitude of the Kelvin waves͒ in the critical layer.
Resonances between mÄ0 and mÄÀ2 modes
The oscillation frequencies of the modes mϭ0 are given in the left plot of Fig. 7 . A comparison with the case of a Rankine vortex given in Ref. 19 , Fig. 12.1-2 , p. 231, shows that the dynamics of the two vortex models are similar. This is due to the fact that there is no critical layer in the case mϭ0.
The case mϭϪ2 is similar to the case mϭ1. The critical layer zone corresponds now to the region 0 Ͻ r 2a 2 /⌫Ͻ2. As seen in the central and right plots of Fig. 7 where we have represented the first four co-rotating Kelvin waves, the modes become quickly damped as ka decreases. Hence, a resonance with the mϭ0 modes leads to damped modes. This is different from the case of the Rankine vortex, 5 for which resonances with mϭ0 and mϭϪ2 Kelvin waves exist.
C. Stability analysis of a stretched Lamb-Oseen vortex
In this section, we consider the values of (,m,k) where there exists two Kelvin waves of the same frequency , of the same axial wavenumber k and with azimuthal wavenumbers m and mϩ2. 
D. Comparison between the stability analyses of the vortex pairs and the stretched Lamb-Oseen vortex
The solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the results of the asymptotic stability analysis. In the case a/bϭ0.208, we see that the symmetric and antisymmetric amplification rates collapse on the three curves given by the asymptotic stability analysis. Note also that no resonances between mϭ0 and mϭϪ2 modes have been found in the normal mode analyses. This is in accordance with the conclusions of Sec. IV B. This is different from the case of the Lamb-Chaplygin dipole, 8 which exhibits an unstable band corresponding to this resonance.
V. EFFECT OF VISCOSITY

A. Introduction
The dipole aspect ratio in the experiment of Leweke 26 .
In order to give a correct interpretation of the experiment of Leweke and Williamson, we now present a linear nonautonomous amplitude equation that takes into account the viscous effects that affect both the basic flowfield ͑an increase of the core radius a) and the amplification rate of the perturbation ͑the viscous correction of 2b 2 /⌫). Note that this approach of an elliptic instability developing in a slowly diffusing Lamb-Oseen vortex has already been analyzed by Eloy and Le Dizès 12 for cases where a/b ϳ/Re 1/4 with Reӷ1, being a given constant. This scaling corresponds to vortices with high values of the aspect ratio a/b. In this case, the basic flow slowly evolves through viscous diffusion (a slowly increases͒, but the unstable eigenmode does not feel the viscosity. Indeed, using the viscous correction introduced by Landman and Saffman 7 and the above introduced scaling a/bϳ/Re 1/4 , the ratio between the viscous correction and the inviscid maximum amplification rate obtained for kaϭ2. 26 Choosing, Lϭb and Tϭ2b 2 /⌫ as length and time scales, the eigenmodes and eigenvalues depend on three parameters: a/b, kb and Reϭ⌫/. Remind that time dependance is achieved through the time evolution of the core radius a only.
In the following, v(a/b,kb,⌫/) and w(a/b,kb,⌫/) correspond to the unstable eigenmode and adjoint mode relative to the eigenvalue ͓2b 2 /⌫͔(a/b,kb,⌫/). The eigenmode and the adjoint mode are normed in the following way: ͗v,v͘ϭ1 and ͗w,v͘ϭ1.
In Appendix A 3, we show that
where Aϭ͗w,u͘ and A 0 is the initial amplitude of the eigenmode. The first term on the rhs of this equation represents the amplification rate of a perturbation characterized by a wavenumber kb and a Reynolds number Re developing on a frozen basic flowfield with aspect ratio a/b. This term evolves in time because of the diffusion of the basic flowfield which results in an increase of a/b. This term also takes into account the effect of viscosity on the perturbation.
The second term on the rhs represents a correction term of the amplification rate due to the change in time of the unstable eigenmode shape which is due to the diffusion of the basic flowfield. Indeed, the shape of the unstable eigenmode characterized by a fixed wavenumber kb changes slowly as a/b increases. Physically speaking, this correction term takes into account the re-projection at any time of the unstable eigenmode on the new unstable eigenmode. Note that a finite difference approach has been used to evaluate numerically the derivative ‫ץ‬v/‫(ץ‬a/b). Note also that the adjoint mode w depends on the choice of the scalar product. But, the term ͗w,•͘ is independent of that choice so that this correction term as well as relation ͑16͒ hold whatever the choice of the scalar product ͑12͒.
In the following sections, we numerically evaluate these two quantities as functions of a/b and kb for Reϭ2750.
Eigenmodes, adjoint modes and eigenvalues
The spectral Chebyshev-Gauss collocation method presented in Sec. III is used to obtain the eigenvalues ͓2b 2 /⌫͔(a/b,kb,⌫/), the eigenmodes v(a/b,kb,⌫/) and the adjoint modes w(a/b,kb,⌫/). An example of eigenmodes and adjoint modes is given in Fig. 8 for kb ϭ7.99, a/bϭ0.288 and Reϭ2750. The antisymmetric and symmetric eigenmodes ͑respectively, adjoint modes͒ are given on the two upper plots ͑respectively, lower plots͒. The antisymmetric and symmetric adjoint modes are quite different: the antisymmetric adjoint mode has a significant contribution on the right hyperbolic stagnation point whereas the symmetric adjoint mode has a significant contribution on the point situated at the middle of the two counter-rotating vortices. This proves that the receptivity of the antisymmetric and symmetric eigenmodes is different.
The norm of the adjoint mode versus kb is given in the upper plot of Ϸ2 are quite small, showing that nonnormality is weak in the case of Widnall instabilities. Note, however, that the values of the antisymmetric eigenmodes are higher than those of the symmetric ones. This indicates that a non-normal behavior is more likely to appear in antisymmetric eigenmodes than in symmetric ones. For each aspect ratio a/b, the norm of the adjoint mode is smallest when the amplification rate is maximum. This can be seen when we compare the present plot to the middle plot of Fig.  9 showing the correponding unstable eigenvalues. Hence, non-normal features are more likely to appear when the unstable eigenvalues are small.
The middle and lower plots of Fig. 9 give the first and second term of the rhs of Eq. ͑16͒. In the middle plot of Fig.  9 , it is shown that the amplification rates of the unstable antisymmetric eigenmodes are 14% larger than those of the symmetric ones in the case a/bϭ0.288. This value should be In the lower plot of Fig. 9 , we can see that the value of the correction term accounting for the slow evolution of the core radius a of the vortices is around 0.1. This value represents typically a loss of 10% of the initial value of the viscous amplification rate. Note also that for small values of a/b and high values of kb the correction term can be negative indicating a possible acceleration of the instability due to non-normality.
Interpolation of the different terms
In order to integrate numerically Eq. ͑16͒, we give analytical formulas which interpolate the results obtained in the middle and lower plots of Fig. 9 . We do not distinguish here the antisymmetric and the symmetric eigenmodes.
The first and second terms of the rhs of Eq. ͑16͒ as functions of a/b and kb are interpolated in the following way: 2b
͑18͒
Note that the viscous damping term acting on the amplification rate has been adjusted to fit the results for a/bϭ0.208. These interpolations are valid roughly for 0.18Ͻa/bϽ0.30 and Reϭ2750. They are shown in the middle and lower plots of Fig. 9 in dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted lines. We see that the curves fit correctly the numerical results.
Results
We now integrate in time relation ͑16͒ in order to obtain the total growth of the pertubation as a function of time:
Be reminded that the interpolations are valid for 0.18Ͻa/b Ͻ0.3, i.e., 2.2Ͻt⌫/(2b 2 )Ͻ8.5 in the experiment. In the upper plot of Fig. 10 , we have sketched as a function of time the wavenumber k of the perturbation nondimensionalized by the core radius a. Three curves are displayed for three different values of kb. For each curve characterized by kb, ka increases as (ka)(t)ϭkbϫa(t)/b where k, b are constants and a(t) evolves following Eq. ͑13͒. The dotted lines represent, for Reϭ2750 and kbϭ8.16, the neutral curves corresponding to the annulation of the rhs of Eq. ͑16͒, and which have been obtained from Eqs. ͑17͒ and ͑18͒. Note that the neutral curves obtained in the cases kbϭ6 and kb ϭ10 are not displayed since they are nearly not distinguishable from the neutral curves obtained in the case kbϭ8. 16 .
The amplitude of the perturbation grows when ka(t) is located in the area enclosed by the two neutral curves and decays outside. Hence, at the beginning of the experiment "t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ0…, perturbations are damped in all considered cases (kbϭ6, 8.16,10) . For kbϭ10, the amplitude of the perturbation grows from time t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ3 until t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ8.5 where it starts decaying. The perturbation experiences a transient growth. The same behavior is observed for kbϭ8. 16 and kbϭ6 but the perturbation amplitudes characterized, respectively, by kbϭ8. 16 and kbϭ6 start growing later, i.e., at t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ4.2 and t⌫/(2b 2 ) ϭ6.8, respectively.
In the lower plot of Fig. 10 , we have sketched versus time the growth of the perturbation amplitude. Several curves obtained for various wavenumbers ranging from kb ϭ6 to kbϭ10 are shown. All these perturbations experience a transient growth: each perturbation characterized by a given value of kb appears at some time, grows exponentially with constant growth, then saturates before decaying again.
Following Leweke and Williamson, the observed perturbation in the experiment is characterized by kbϭ8. 16 and starts to be visible at t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ4.9. The linear regime with constant growth rate equal to 2b 2 /⌫ϭ0.94 then holds on at least until t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ7.5. In our model, only the curves with kbϭ8.16 and kbϭ9 are compatible with these observations. Indeed, the perturbation obtained with kbϭ10 should appear earlier and the linear regime with constant growth rate should hold on only until t⌫/(2b 2 )ϭ6. As well, the perturbations obtained for kbϭ6 and kbϭ7 should appear later, i.e., t⌫/(2b 2 )Ͼ6. The growth rate of the perturbation characterized by kbϭ8.16 is found to be 2b 2 /⌫ϭ0.99, which has to be compared to the experimental value of 2b 2 /⌫ϭ0.94. This prediction is quite good.
As a conclusion, this model shows that the experimentally observed wavenumber and growth rate of the perturbation are compatible with a model based on a linear nonautonomous amplitude equation that takes into account both the effect of viscosity on the perturbation and on the basic flow. It also helps understanding the selection of the antisymmetric eigenmode. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the difference between the amplification rates of antisymmetric and symmetric eigenmodes reaches 14% for kbϭ7.5 in the case a/b ϭ0.288 and Reϭ2750.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the inviscid case, we have achieved a complete threedimensional linear analysis of the Lamb-Oseen vortex for Kelvin waves characterized by mϭ0, mϭϮ1 and mϭϮ2. We have shown that the presence of critical layers damps a large number of co-rotating waves. As a consequence, only the stationary bending waves "ϭ0,mϭϮ1,(ka) c … may lead to Widnall instabilities. A weakly stretched Lamb-Oseen vortex is therefore not equivalent to a Rankine vortex, which displays additional oscillating Widnall instabilities resulting from the interaction of general m and mϩ2 Kelvin waves. We numerically calculated the amplification rates related to the resonances that occur for the stationary bending waves associated to the branches labeled 1, 2 and 3, following the asymptotic analysis of Moore and Saffman 4 and found the same results as Eloy and Le Dizès. 12 This asymptotic stability analysis is used as a reference problem for the normal mode analysis of the dipole family presented in Ref. 1, which are quasisteady solutions of the Euler equations. Two dipole aspect ratios have been considered. In the case a/b ϭ0.208, the amplification rates of the symmetric and antisymmetric Widnall instabilities are very close. This means that the corresponding unstable eigenmodes may develop independently on each vortex. This result also shows that, in dipoles of aspect ratio equal to a/bϭ0.2, the linear regime is unable to promote the antisymmetric eigenmode. The amplification rates of the symmetric and antisymmetric eigenmodes collapse on the curves obtained by the asymptotic stability analysis of a weakly stretched LambOseen vortex. For higher dipole aspect ratios a/bϭ0.288, the amplification rates of the antisymmetric eigenmodes become 7% larger than those of the symmetric ones in the resonance region of the bending wave labeled 1.
In the viscous case, a linear nonautonomous amplitude equation for the development of a perturbation on a basic flowfield has been presented which takes into account both the effect of viscosity on the basic flowfield and on the perturbation. It was shown that this approach yields predictions for the amplification rate and for the wavenumber that agree with the experimental observations of Leweke and Williamson. Viscosity increases up to 14%, the difference between antisymmetric and symmetric eigenmode amplification rates in the case a/bϭ0.288 and Reϭ2750. We have also shown that the receptivity of antisymmetric and symmetric eigenmodes is quite different: the antisymmetric adjoint mode has a significant contribution on one of the two hyperbolic stagnation points of the vortex pair whereas the symmetric adjoint mode has a significant contribution on the point situated at the middle of the two counter-rotating vortices. However, the small values of the norm of the adjoint modes show that non-normality is weak in the case of Widnall instabilities.
APPENDIX A: LINEAR DYNAMICS OF THE VORTEX PAIR
In this appendix we present the equations of the normal mode analysis for a plane basic flowfield and the numerical method which is used to solve these equations.
Normal mode approach
The Cartesian components of the velocity of the basic flow are
where (x,y) is the streamfunction and the subscripts x and y denote partial spatial derivatives. The normal modes are sought in the form e t e ikz (x,y) where ϭuЈ,vЈ,wЈ,pЈ stands for the velocity and pressure perturbations. k is the real Oz wavenumber and is the complex amplification rate.
By linearizing the full incompressible Navier-Stokes equations around this basic flowfield, we obtain the following equations: 
Spectral Chebyshev-Gauss collocation method
We use a spectral Chebyshev-Gauss collocation method to discretize the remaining x and y derivatives ͑see Ref. We use the exponential mapping in ͑A9͒ because eigenmodes decrease exponentially at large distances. An additional term, built with the standard error function, has been introduced for better localization of the collocation points on the vortices. The contribution of this term vanishes at large distances so that the asymptotic properties of the tanh Ϫ1 function is preserved.
The unknowns ϭuЈ,vЈ are then expanded in a double truncated Chebyshev series:
with N x ϩ1 and N y ϩ1 Chebyshev polynomials T n () in each direction. The unknowns i, j ϭû i, j Ј ,v i, j Ј are then determined by enforcing Eqs. ͑A1͒ at (N x ϩ1)(N y ϩ1) points in the square Ϫ1Ͻ x , y Ͻ1. This method is particularly efficient if we take the Chebyshev-Gauss points:
Calculations are performed in physical space so that the unknowns are the values of "uЈ( i , j ),vЈ( i , j )… at each node of the grid in physical space. We are thus led to a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form BvϭCv where B and C are two matrices, is the complex eigenvalue and v is the eigenvector which contains the values of uЈ and vЈ at all nodes. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined by a standard QR method.
In order to obtain this last result, we have assumed that, at any time, nearly all the energy of the perturbation e ikz u(x,y,t) is in the unstable eigenmode v. This is likely to be the case in the experiment of Leweke and Williamson 2 where only one identified smooth perturbation emerges from the basic flow at some given wavelength.
One can then easily deduce that
where A(t)ϭw H (t)Nu(t) and A 0 ϭA(tϭ0). The basic flowfield which evolves in time is characterized at any time by the dipole aspect ratio a/b. The eigenmode, the adjoint mode and the eigenvalue therefore depend on a/b. They also depend on the spatial structure of the perturbation in the z direction which is given by the nondimensional wavenumber kb and the level of viscosity acting on the perturbation and which is measured here by the Reynolds number Reϭ⌫/. Hence, we note ͓2b 2 /⌫͔(a/b,kb,⌫/), v(a/b,kb,⌫/) and w(a/b,kb,⌫/). The dependence on time is then recovered using Eqs. ͑13͒, ͑14͒ and ͑15͒. It is then easy to show that
With Eq. ͑A26͒, we obtain the following final result: The eigenvalues/eigenvectors given by the spectral Gauss collocation method are compared here to the shooting method in the case of a single Lamb-Oseen vortex.
The computation has been performed with the following parameters: kaϭ2.6764054, Reϭϱ. We use 36 Chebyshev polynomials in the x and y directions and the exponential mapping was chosen with H x ϭH y ϭ1.4548, ⌼ x ϭ⌼ y ϭ1, ⌳ x ϭ⌳ y ϭ0. Comparisons between eigenvalues obtained with this code and eigenvalues given by the shooting method are listed in Table I for bending modes. Only significant digits have been given and the question mark means that the spatial resolution is not sufficient to capture the corresponding eigenfunction. Agreement is excellent for eigenmodes which have a simple spatial structure. For example, the bending mode labeled 0Ј, with no zero in the radial direction, is obtained with a precision of seven digits whereas the mode labeled 2Ј, with two zeros in the radial direction, is determined with a precision of only three digits.
Examples of eigenvectors are given in Fig. 11 . The radial and azimuthal structure of the eigenmodes enable us to build a strict relation with the eigenmodes given by the shooting method.
As explained in Sec. IV B 2, bending waves whose frequencies lie in the range Ϫ1Ͻ r 2a 2 /⌫Ͻ0 exhibit critical layers. Therefore, integration should cope with the complex plane in order to capture these Kelvin waves. But this is not the case here and our code can therefore not extract these modes. Nevertheless when the corresponding critical layer is located at large distances from the vortex center ͑compared to the core radius͒, the viscous layer has little influence on the spatial structure of the normal mode and our code is able to extract it. This is what happened with the present calculation since eigenmodes corresponding to the bending waves 2 and 3 have been obtained. These modes are purely oscillatory and the frequencies 2a 2 /⌫ are, respectively, 0.1094 and 0.1437. These values have to be compared with those given by the shooting method which are complex values: 0.109504ϩ0.0001441i and 0.1467ϩ0.0002684i. The corresponding critical layers are located at r c /aϭ3.3870 ϩ0.002231i and r c /aϭ2.8894ϩ0.2639i. We can notice a deterioration of the precision as the critical point penetrates in the vortex.
Computations with the vortex pairs
The normal mode analyses of the vortex pairs are done using the following parameter settings. In the case of inviscid calculations, we use 34 Chebyshev polynomials in the x direction and 70 in the y direction. The exponential mapping was chosen with H x ϭ0.3134, ⌼ x ϭ0, ⌳ x ϭ1, H y ϭ0.3106, 
